**THE BIG MOVES**

The character images below show proposed, inspirational ideas of how the master plan improvements may look. Further refinement will occur during the next design phase.

---

**ALAMO SQUARE PARK PREFERRED PLAN**

**Civic Plaza Ramp and Stair Study, Inspired by the museum’s Italianate design.**

Plant new shade trees throughout and select ornamental trees to flank the plaza.

When not hosting civic events, the plaza’s “Story of Us” paving labyrinth provides another activity for the space.

Working with PRCS horticulture staff and volunteer groups, the planting beds are proposed to be revived.

The labyrinth’s paving inscribes COS’ events that could range from Native American to Pioneer history.

The “City Porch” directly connects to food truck parking stalls that can also be used for market tents and street parking.

The signature light walk on the new “City Porch” creates a vibrant evening experience for food trucks, special events, market attendees and downtown residents. The traditional fixtures also bring an element from the Museum’s architecture into the streetscape.

Renovations to the historic gazebo will preserve this structure and could include historic interpretive signage.

---

**Existing Elements Legend**

1. 1903 El Paso County Courthouse/CS Pioneers Museum
2. William Seymour Sculpture
3. Historic Street Clock
4. Venetucci Pumpkin Sculpture
5. Utility Chiller Pit
6. Pike Ride Bicycle Rental*
7. “Follow the Setting Sun” Sculpture
8. “I Am Dreaming With My Brain Awake” Sculpture
9. “Thinking it Over” Sculpture*
10. “End of an Era” Ski Industry Monument*
11. Katharine Lee Bates Sculpture

*Relocated elements for preferred plan design

---

**Proposed Improvements Legend**

1. Park-wide Paving Improvements
2. Park-wide Planting Bed Revival
3. Park-wide Tree Canopy Improvements/Replacement
4. Park-wide Electric and Event Enhancements
5. Augmented Facade Lighting
6. Screening (Trash Bins/Stairwells)
7. Civic Stage with Flanking Accessibility Ramps and Renovated Stairs
8. Expanded Civic Plaza
9. “Story of Us” Paving Labyrinth Timeline
10. Gazebo Restoration
11. Expanded Park: Signature “City Porch”
12. Signature Light Walk with Traditional Fixtures
13. Flexible Cafe Tables and Chairs Along “City Porch”
14. New Food Truck Parking
15. Seat Wall

---

**Symbol Key**

- Existing Shade Tree
- Proposed Shade Tree
- Proposed Ornamental Tree
- Existing Public Art/Sculture